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I took my time driving down the Historic Columbia River Highway—the first time since it reopened after 
the Eagle Creek fire—and still arrived at Springdale Job Corps fifteen minutes early. I made my way to 
one of the classrooms to set up for the creative writing workshop I’d be facilitating there. It was the first 
workshop of the season. When I pushed the door open, expecting to find a bunch of empty chairs, 
instead, a dozen young adults, also fifteen minutes early, stared back at me, pens in hand and ready to 
write.  

Twenty-seven hours of Write Around Portland facilitator training flashed before my eyes, 
reminding me to breathe, and a young man asked if I had brought snacks. We dove right in—to the 
M&M’s and to introductions—and I spent the next ten weeks realizing, no matter how much I prepared 
ahead of time, I never knew what was going to happen during the workshop. 

Like that time I offered prompts that I thought might elicit personal pieces, and instead, I heard 
stories about an alien cowboy, a forgetful old man, a police chief, a nerf gun warrior, a wolf-like 
humanoid and a private detective. Or when, four weeks in, a young woman shared her writing for the 
first time, and even though we weren't giving feedback, the group offered positive comments and 
acknowledged the courage it took for her to share. Or the time I brought in an excerpt from a short story 
assuming we’d talk about dialogue, but someone pointed out a description of a character’s appearance, 
which led to a discussion of different ways to establish compelling characters. 

In each of these moments, I was reminded that writing is a journey of discovery, and through 
these Write Around Portland workshops, participants and facilitators alike find a hidden talent, a safe 
space, a way of being heard, a tool for healing, a boost of confidence, a sense of belonging. 

All of us who gathered on campus week after week came from somewhere else—from 
cornfields and cul-de-sacs, classrooms and coffee shops, Clackamas and Corbett—and for different 
reasons. Some came because they wanted to create worlds where they could write themselves as the 
hero of thrilling adventures or hold conversations with imaginary people. Others because they had the 
desire to share a meaningful experience or to process what they’ve been thinking and feeling. And I’m 
sure a few people came for the snacks. But we all stayed because once we got around the same table, 
our differences didn’t matter as much as our common humanity.  

So as you settle in with this anthology that’s filled with stories from people who may be 
different than you, I invite you to allow yourself to be surprised, to embrace uncertainty and to actively 
look for the unexpected.  
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Patricia Kullberg, MD, MPH worked for two decades in a clinic of last 
resort. Her memoir, On the Ragged Edge of Medicine: Doctoring Among 
the Dispossessed (OSU Press) was published in 2017. Her novel, Girl in 
the River (Bygone Era Books), was released in 2015. Kullberg lives in 
Portland, where she volunteers as a board operator for KBOO, agitates 
against fossil fuels with Physicians for Social Responsibility and 
facilitates workshops for incarcerated women through Write Around 
Portland. 

 

You’re leaving  
me, aren’t you? 

She said 
Leave you? 
He replied.  
I was only looking 
at the 
moon. 

M. Z. 
 

The room is spare. White concrete walls, gray concrete floor. One high, long window, blinded, you can’t 
reach the sill. The light is harshly fluorescent. The chairs are steel and stackable, arranged in rows facing 
the warmest thing in the room: a plain wood podium the color of caramel. There is no microphone. The 
women will not need one. Oh, do they have voices.  

 
Fighting Any Battle, will always rattle  
the hat of the Soul. 

E. P. 
 

The women don’t look rattled as they begin to file in. They look giddy. They’ve each brought a 
couple of friends. They’re all dressed in the same shapeless cotton blue tops, the same faded blue jeans, 
the same colorless sneakers. No belts, scarves, bracelets, rings or earrings. But I know these women and 
I notice the difference immediately. It’s their hair—fluffed and glossed, curled or cornrowed, let down in 
extravagant waves or roped up around their heads. And their eyes—thick-lashed, green shadowed, 
outlined in black. Their faces glow. They’ve adorned themselves to the very limits of what is permissible 
in a place where little is permitted. The occasion could not be more special. We’ve been writing together 
in a Write Around workshop for weeks. Now they’re going to read their stuff. 

 
Sometimes we stumble, fall to the ground 
like pieces of a puzzle, we’re waiting to be found. 

D. S.  
 

But no longer waiting, these women. They’ve found themselves. Through the power of their 
own words they’ve discovered what lies deepest within.  

 
I am whatever everyone else wants me to be 
I pretend to be happy 

S. B. 
 
 



Beautifully Broken… 
I had to become broken to really find out who I am 

D. M. 
 

It was difficult writing at first, the women wary. They’re better acquainted with the opposite of 
safety, sympathy, loyalty, beauty and grace. They come from hard places, from hideous abuse and their 
own bad choices. 

 
Standing on the Bridge of Sorrows and finding no reason not to jump 

KB 
 

They peeked out from behind their words, holding them up like shields. But then someone 
murmured, oh yeah. Someone teared up. Someone laughed. Then the words came tumbling out, like 
shots from the heart. They dug even deeper, using paper and pen to construct their truth. They began to 
ask, and answer, the tough questions.  

 
Sand… 
[is] a dance with the chance to see how big God really is 

S. R. 
 

It’s better to have one friend who  
Loves you than one hundred who say they do. 

A. M. 
 

Then from that place deep within they begin to look outward. Because all these women are 
going to leave prison, some day in the next weeks, months, perhaps in a year or two. They work it out on 
the page. 

 
Mom, I’m ready to be your daughter. 

B. Y. 
 

Dear Sam, I don’t know what to say… 
Dearest Sam…I am sorry for… thinking one thing, then finding out 
another… 
Dear Sam, I don’t know what to say besides I am truly sorry. 

E. N. 
 

On that special evening, the next reader rises and takes her place at the podium. We’re all in a 
hush. She smiles beautifully. Her voice shakes a bit as she begins to read.  

 
Are you ready? Jeez, I don’t know. 

C. K. 
 
 


